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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR QUERYING 
XML STREAMS 

REFERENCE TO PRIOR APPLICATION 

[0001] The current application is a continuation of 
co-pending U.S. Utility application Ser. No. 10/413,244, 
Which Was ?led on 14 Apr. 2003, and Which is hereby incor 
porated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Technical Field 

[0003] The present invention relates generally to process 
ing mark-up language data, and more speci?cally relates to a 
single pass system and method for querying streams of XML 
data. 

[0004] 2. RelatedArt 
[0005] As XML (extensible mark-up language) continues 
to gain popularity as a format for storing, sharing, and 
manipulating data, neW tools and systems are being intro 
duced to increase its ?exibility. One important feature neces 
sary to provide robust XML data processing applications 
involves the ability to query XML data. More speci?cally, 
With the groWing popularity of streamed applications over 
networks such as the Internet, facilities for e?iciently query 
ing streams of XML data Will become more and more critical. 

[0006] Relational databases currently have ef?cient rela 
tional operators that can be re-applied for querying XML 
streams. Nevertheless, they lack support for XPath expres 
sions, Which are used to navigate through XML documents in 
most of the XML query mechanisms, such as XQuery and 
SQL/XML. While there are several implementations of 
XPath/XSLT that can be adapted for path processing in a 
relational engine, they are inadequate for the task of e?i 
ciently querying streamed XML data. 
[0007] One obstacle in using the current XPath/XSLT tech 
nology in conjunction With a database engine is the mismatch 
betWeen the tuple oriented model of the database engines and 
the node set model of the XPath processors. Retrieving mul 
tiple values from an XML document corresponds to retriev 
ing multiple columns from a relational table and is very often 
needed. Achieving this goal for XML streams using the avail 
able XPath processors requires either materialiZation of the 
Whole input stream, or signi?cant changes to the query execu 
tion pipeline and optimiZer to split one incoming stream into 
several streams of single valued results. 

[0008] Another issue With the state-of-the-art XPath pro 
ces sors is that they are designed to operate over an in-memory 
Document Object Model (DOM) or similar representation of 
the input XML document. This approach does not Work Well 
When the documents are streamed, that is, When only certain 
fragments of the documents are available at query time. In this 
respect, current implementations assume that the XML docu 
ments are entirely available at query time. This processing 
model requires memory in the range of the input document 
siZe. In contrast, database engines are engineered to serve 
large numbers of concurrent users using limited main 
memory. A memory intensive XPath processor Within a data 
base engine can severely limit the number of users the system 
can support. Accordingly, a need exists for an ef?cient system 
and method of querying streams of XML data. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention addresses the above-men 
tioned problems, as Well as others by providing a system and 
method for querying a stream of XML data in a single pass 
using standard XQuery/XPath expressions. In a ?rst aspect, 
the invention provides a system for querying a stream of 
mark-up language data, comprising: an expression parser that 
receives a query and generates a parse tree; a system that 
receives the stream of mark-up language data and generates a 
stream of events; an evaluator that receives the parse tree and 
stream of events, and buffers fragments from the stream of 
events that meet an evaluation criteria; and a tuple constructor 
that joins fragments to form a set of tuple results that satis?es 
the query for the stream of mark-up language data. 
[001 0] In a second aspect, the invention provides a program 
product stored on a recordable medium for querying a stream 
of mark-up language data, Wherein the program product com 
prises: parsing means for receiving a query and generating a 
parse tree; means for receiving the stream of mark-up lan 
guage data and generating a stream of events; evaluating 
means for receiving the parse tree and stream of events, and 
for buffering fragments from the stream of events that meet an 
evaluation criteria; and construction means for joining frag 
ments to form a set of tuple results that satis?es the query for 
the stream of mark-up language data. 
[0011] In a third aspect, the invention provides a method of 
querying a stream of mark-up language data, comprising: 
receiving a query and generating a parse tree; receiving the 
stream of mark-up language data and generating a stream of 
events; evaluating the parse tree and stream of events, and 
buffering fragments from the stream of events that meet an 
evaluation criteria; and joining fragments to form a set of 
tuple results that satis?es the query for the stream of mark-up 
language data. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] These and other features of this invention Will be 
more readily understood from the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion of the various aspects of the invention taken in conjunc 
tion With the accompanying draWings in Which: 
[0013] FIG. 1 depicts an XML stream querying system in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary query evaluation plan 
in accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0015] FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary parse tree in accor 
dance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0016] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary parse tree, input docu 
ment and Work array in accordance With an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
[0017] FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary parse tree, recursive 
input document and Work array in accordance With an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0018] FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary evaluator data structure 
for a predicate evaluation in accordance With an embodiment 
of the present invention. 

[0019] FIG. 7 depicts an exemplary predicate pushdoWn in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0020] FIG. 8 depicts an exemplary set of tuple construc 
tion output buffers in accordance With an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

1. System Overview 

[0021] The present invention relates generally to process 
ing mark-up language data. Accordingly, it should be under 
stood that while the invention is described herein imple 
mented in an XML (extensible mark-up language) 
environment, the invention could be implemented using any 
mark-up language. Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 
depicts an XML stream querying system 10 that receives one 
or more XML queries 22 for querying XML data stream 24. 
XML stream querying system 10 processes the XML data 
stream 24 in a single pass and generates result tuples 28 
comprising a set of correlated XML fragments. XML stream 
querying system 10 may be implemented as a software pro 
gram that can be run or executed on any type of computer 

system (not shown). 
[0022] Each XML query 22 may be comprised of standard 
XQuery/XPath expressions so that compatibility is main 
tained with existing standards. Details describing the types of 
expressions supported by XML stream querying system 10 
are discussed in further detail below. Because XML stream 
querying system 10 is able to process XML data and evaluate 
one or more XML queries 22 in a single pass, the need to store 
large amounts of XML data is obviated (e.g., an entire docu 
ment need not be stored). The result is that the XML data 
stream 24 may be processed as a dynamic stream originating 
from any source 26. For instance, XML data stream 24 may be 
processed as a continuous stream received over a network 

such as the Internet, from a wireless device, from a local or 
remote database, etc. XML data stream 24 may likewise 
originate from a more static source, such as a stored docu 
ment. 

[0023] XML stream querying system 10 imports the XML 
data stream into a SAX events API 12, which are known in the 
art, to generate a set of SAX events 17. XML queries 22 are 
imported into an expression parser 14, which generates a 
parse tree 15 (“PT”) for each query. The parse tree 15 and 
SAX events 17 are fed into evaluator 16, which uses the SAX 
events 17 to perform state transitions and populate the buffers 
20. Evaluator 16 is also responsible for triggering the tuple 
construction/buffer management module 18 when the buffers 
20 contain enough information to output result tuples 28. 
Details of these operations are provided in further detail 
below. 

2. Exemplary Architecture and Implementation Overview 

[0024] It is understood that the above-described XML 
stream querying system 10 (“query system 10”) can be uti 
liZed in any XML environment. Accordingly, for the purposes 
of this disclosure, it is understood that the terms XML data 
stream 24 and “document” may be used interchangeably. In 
one embodiment, query system 10 could be utiliZed in a 
DB2® XML relational database engine in which XML que 
ries are translated by the engine into execution plans where 
the path processing operators have the same role as table 
accesses in traditional query evaluation pipelines. The frag 
ments extracted by the path processing operators can then be 
transformed and combined by traditional relational operators 
such as joins, grouping, correlation, sorting, etc., and by 
XML speci?c operators, like the XML generation operators 
used to process the ‘RETURN’ clause of XQuery. 
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[0025] FIG. 2 illustrates how DB2 can process multi 
stream XQuery queries, using the following query as an 
example: 

FOR $c IN document(“docl.xml”)//customer 
FOR $p IN document(“doc2.xml”)//pro?les[old/text( ) = $c/cid/text( )] 
FOR $0 IN $c/order 
WHERE $o/date = ‘lZ/lZ/Ol ’ 

RETURN 
<result> 

[0026] The query is decomposed into two single document 
accesses that produce tuples of XML fragments from ‘docl ’ 
and ‘doc2’. These tuples are then combined by a relational 
join on ‘cid’ using value equality since the predicate is evalu 
ated over simple values generated by the text( ) function. 
Finally, XML generation operators are used to format the 
result as speci?ed with the RETURN clause. 

[0027] The query system 10 components take an XML 
document (stream) identi?er, and an XQuery fragment 
passed by the compiler. It generates an intermediate result 
with n XML data type columns as output. In FIG. 2, the 
operator on the bottom left represents one invocation of query 
system 10 with the fragment: 

FOR $c IN document(“docl .xml")//customer[order/date=“l2/l2/Ol”] 
LET $cid := $c/cid/text( ) 
LET $na1ne := $c/na1ne 
FOR $0 in $c/order 
LET $a in $o/alnount 
RETURN $cid, $na1ne, $a; 

[0028] The RETURN clause in the example is used to iden 
tify the variables to be bound-out, it does not conform to the 
standard XQuery de?nition. The operator returns tuples with 
3 bindings (document fragments), one for each bound-out 
variable. Query system 10 can process both FOR and LET 
clauses. LET clauses are processed in a similar manner as the 
FOR clauses, except that multiple results are grouped 
together in the operator and returned as a single sequence of 
XML fragments. Such pushing of grouping into the query 
system 10 operator is simple to perform while it reduces the 
number of tuples ?owing through the engine. Since the pro 
cessing of LET and FOR clauses is very similar, the following 
description describes only the processing of the FOR clause 
queries to simplify the discussion. 
[0029] As noted above, the main components of query sys 
tem 10 are the expression parser 14, the evaluator 16, and the 
tuple constructor/buffer manager 18, as illustrated in FIG. 1. 
The input path expressions are parsed and connected into a 
single parse tree (PT) 15 with one or more output nodes. 
Intermediate results representing XML fragments retrieved 
from the input document are stored in buffers 20 associated 
with the output nodes. During document processing, a SAX 
events API 12 generates events 17 from the input XML data 
stream 24. The evaluator 16 uses these events to perform the 
state transitions and populate a set of output buffers 20. The 
evaluator 16 is also responsible for triggering the tuple con 
struction module when the output buffers 20 contain enough 
information to output result tuples 28. The following sections 
detail each of these components. 
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3. Expression Parser 

[0030] The expression parser 14 is responsible for parsing 
the set of XPath expressions and producing a single parse tree 
15 (PT). Nodes in the PT 15 correspond to node tests in the 
input path expressions While edges correspond to the relation 
ship betWeen node tests in the query. In the case When a node 
test in the query is followed by a predicate containing mul 
tiple branches or When several expressions are rooted in the 
same variable, the corresponding PT node has multiple chil 
dren. FIG. 3 illustrates the tree generated by parsing the 
query: 

FOR $b in document(“...”)/a/b 
FOR $0 in $b/c 
FOR $d in $b/d 
FOR $e in $b//e 
WHERE $0 + $d > 5 or $e 
RETURN $0, $6 

In this example the node representing ‘b’ has three children, 
one for each query branch. Each PT 15 has a special root node 
at the top, represented by ‘r’ in FIG. 3 . All PT nodes except the 
root have a ?ag indicating the axis of the represented node 
test. There are several axis de?ned in XQuery, alloWing each 
document node to be reached at any point of the processing. 
In one exemplary embodiment, query system 10 supports the 
four most commonly used axes: child (‘/’), descendant-or 
self (‘//’), self (‘.’), and attribute (‘@’). Node tests over 
attribute axis are represented in the PT 15 by separate nodes 
and are handled in a similar fashion as element node tests. In 

a further embodiment, query reWrites may be implemented to 
alloW support for more of the XQuery/XPath axes, including 
parent and ancestor axes. In FIG. 3, the dotted line betWeen 
the ‘b’ and the ‘e’ node represents the descendant-or-child 
axis. The solid lines betWeen the other nodes represent the 
child axis. 

[0031] Any PT node, including the internal nodes, canbe an 
output node. Output nodes can also be descendants of other 
output nodes. In FIG. 3, the output nodes ‘c’ and ‘e’ are 
distinguished from the other nodes by double circles. Output 
nodes correspond to the bound-out variables from the input 
query. 

[0032] A PT node may also have a set of associated predi 
cate parse trees. Each predicate tree is anchored at a PT node, 
called the context node for that predicated. In the FIG. 3 
example, ‘b’ is the context node for the predicate $c+d>5\; or 
\; e$. Predicate trees are composed of leafs that are either 
constants or pointers to nodes in the PT subtree rooted at the 
context node. Internal nodes are operators as de?ned in the 
XQuery/XPath standard speci?cations. 

4. Evaluator 

[0033] The evaluator 16 is the central component of the 
query system 10. It uses the PT 15 to process the stream of 
SAX events 17 generated from the input stream to identify the 
fragments that are to be extracted and returned to the database 
engine. The PT 15 is static, meaning that it does not change 
during processing, and can be reused over several documents. 
Besides the PT 15, the evaluator 16 uses three dynamic struc 
tures that change during query evaluation depending on the 
input document: 
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[0034] (1) Work array (WA): used to match the document 
nodes With query steps and to support existential predicate 
evaluation during the processing of the SAX events; 

[0035] (2) output buffers: store the intermediate results that 
can be part of the result tuple; 

[0036] (3) predicate buffers: store the content of nodes par 
ticipating in predicate expressions. 

[0037] The WA represents an inlined tree structure and can 
be compared in function to the DOM tree of the traditional 
XPath processors. An important difference is that the WA 
represents only the “interesting” portions of the tree, based on 
the already seen input. Furthermore the WA is speci?cally 
designed for e?icient processing of the query as opposed to 
the dual (traversal and query processing) purpose of the DOM 
representations in XPath/XSLT processors. During document 
processing, the WA changes depending on the input. Each 
WA entry has four ?elds: 
[0038] (l) Pointer to the corresponding PT node; 
[0039] (2) Document level at Which the entry Was added to 

the array; 
[0040] (3) References betWeen parent-child WA entries; 
[0041] (4) Status ?ag, used during the processing to indi 

cate if the corresponding document node has satis?ed the 
query conditions. 

[0042] The SAX events 17 produced by parsing the input 
document are transformed into evaluator events of form 
(name; type; document level) Where name is the node test 
name and type is the event type, Which can be either OPEN, 
CLOSE, ATTRIBUTE, COMMENT, or PI. The document 
level is maintained by the SAX event handler by simply 
counting the OPEN and CLOSE events. By convention, the 
document root appears at level 0. The processing of a docu 
ment starts With a (ROOT, OPEN, 0) event and ends With a 
corresponding CLOSE event. 
[0043] The evaluator Works by trying to match incoming 
events to all the WA entries. A match occurs When both the 
document levels and the names of the event and the WA entry 
are the same. A match also occurs When only the names match 
if the entry corresponds to a descendant-or-self path step (in 
this case the document level is ignored). On the other hand, 
When an entry corresponds to an any node test PT node 
(represented by ‘ *’ in XQuery), the name comparison alWays 
returns TRUE and only the document level is considered. WA 
entries corresponding to attributes, comments, and process 
ing instructions (PI) node tests match only events of type 
ATTRIBUTE, COMMENT, and PI, respectively. The 
ATTRIBUTE events for the evaluator 16 are produced by 
iterating over the attributes in the StartElement SAX handler. 
ATTRIBUTE, COMMENT, and PI events are handled in a 
similar manner as tWo consecutive OPEN and CLOSE events 
and are therefore not discussed further. The folloWing actions 
are performed by the evaluator When a match is found for 
OPEN and CLOSE events: 
[0044] OPEN: For each child of the PT node corresponding 
to the matched WA entry, a neW child WA entry is added, 
carrying the current document level incremented by one. The 
children added for the same WA match compose a sibling 
group. When the matched WA entry corresponds to a leaf 
node in the PT, no neW entries are added to the WA. In this 
case, if the PT node is not an output node, the status ?ag of the 
matched WA entry is set to TRUE, indicating that all the 
conditions for this node have been satis?ed. 
[0045] For each matched entry corresponding to an output 
node in the PT (either leaf or not), a buffer is created to save 
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its content. This buffer is then added to a list of active buffers. 
During processing, every SAX event is forwarded to all active 
buffers. In an exemplary embodiment UTFl6 textual repre 
sentation may be used for the buffered document fragments. 
When parsing a portion of the input stream that is to be 
buffered, the content of each event is translated from its 
original encoding into UTFl6 and it is added to all active 
buffers. 
[0046] CLOSE: For every output node (either leaf or not), 
the CLOSE event removes the buffers associated With the 
matched node from the list of active buffers. For leaf output 
nodes the CLOSE event also sets their status in the WA to 
TRUE. This change of the status indicates that the matching 
Was satis?ed and that the results are available in the corre 
sponding output buffers. CLOSE events have no effect in leaf 
entries that are not output nodes, since their status can be 
updated on OPEN events. 

[0047] In the case that the matched node is an intermediate 
PT node (non-leaf), the WA must contain a sibling group that 
Was added When the same node Was matched With a corre 

sponding OPEN event. During the CLOSE event, the status of 
the node must be evaluated by checking the status of its 
sibling group entries. For simplicity, consider the case that 
there are no predicates involved (predicates are discussed in 
detail beloW). In this case the status ?ags of the node is 
computed by AND-ing the status ?ags of its sibling group. At 
this point, the sibling group entries are removed from the WA. 
The matched WA entry, hoWever, remains to be used When its 
parent node is closed. Furthermore, if the status of the 
matched WA entry Was previously set to TRUE, it remains so 
even if the evaluation of its status returned FALSE. This 
alloWs for the existential semantics of XQuery Where a path is 
satis?ed over a set of children nodes if any of the nodes satisfy 
all the conditions (and not necessarily the last one). 
[0048] Note that if the status of the node evaluates to 
FALSE, the buffers added betWeen the matching OPEN and 
CLOSE events need to be purged from the queues. The 
mechanism to identify these buffers is described in further 
detail beloW. 

[0049] State transitions in the evaluator are represented by 
changes of the content of the WA. To illustrate the processing, 
an exemplary query and the sample document are shoWn in 
FIG. 4. The state of the evaluator 16 after each event is 
represented in the ?gure by a snapshot of the WA. The event 
leading to a snapshot is given on the top. In each entry, a node 
test name is used to represent pointers to the corresponding 
PT nodes. The entry document level is shoWn in the loWer 
right corner and the evaluation status (TRUE/FALSE) is in 
the upper right comer. Entries matching node tests that are 
performed over the descendant-or-self axis have ‘ *’ instead of 
a document level number. A link on the left side of the WA 
entries is used to relate multiple entries from a single sibling 
group. The references betWeen parent/child WA entries are 
omitted for clarity. 
[0050] The array groWs With events matching non-leaf PT 
nodes. For example, one sibling group consisting of entries 
‘c’ and ‘b’ is added for each occurrence of the tWo consecutive 
‘a’ elements in the document. These sibling groups are 
removed When the corresponding ‘a’ nodes are closed. Note 
that an entry for ‘a’ is added to the array before the ?rst ‘a’ in 
the document is seen and persists after the last ‘a’ is closed. 
This is due to the fact that the WA represents not only the 
important nodes that have already been seen in the document, 
but also the nodes that We are looking for. The status of the ‘a’ 
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entry is set When the ?rst ‘a’ is closed. Once set to TRUE the 
status is unchanged until the entry is removed from the array. 
In the present example, this is apparent When the second ‘a’ 
node does not satisfy the condition (there is no b child), and 
the status of the ‘a’ entry remains TRUE. This principle 
alloWs the same data structure (WA) to be used for keeping 
track of Which conditions have been satis?ed so far, as Well as, 
for detecting relevant document nodes. The status of the root 
‘r’ entry mirrors the status of its only child. Query system 10 
uses this optimiZation to be able to use the root node status as 
an indicator in containment queries. 

[0051] The status of the ‘c’ entry is set to TRUE When the 
‘c’ element is open. The ‘c’ node is not an output node and 
therefore its condition is satis?ed When (OPEN) the ?rst ‘c’ 
under the current ‘a’ node is encountered. As ‘b’ is an output 
node, the status of ‘b’ WA entries is changed When a ‘b’ 
element is closed, since only then the output buffers are 
complete and can be used to generate the tuples. 
[0052] One dif?culty in designing a streamed XML path 
processor is to provide correct behavior With recursive docu 
ments Where an element can encompass another element With 
the same name. The document depicted in FIG. 5 is an 
example of such document With recursive nesting of ‘a’ 
nodes. Due to the nature of the streaming data, retrieving 
fragments and constructing tuples in recursive cases poses 
several technical challenges and requires more elaborate 
solutions, since the processor needs to evaluate conditions for 
several elements simultaneously. While not common, correct 
handling of recursive cases is important to ensure correct 
evaluation over any input document. 

[0053] In non-recursive cases, the WA has at most one entry 
for each PT node, limiting the siZe of the array to the siZe of 
the query. The WA is therefore pre-allocated to this siZe to 
limit the memory management calls to the operating system. 
Processing of recursive documents can increase the WA siZe 
over this limit by adding multiple WA entries corresponding 
to the same PT node in order to process the conditions for 
multiple document nodes simultaneously. This is necessary 
since WA entries for recursive elements Will be parents of 
multiple sibling groups, each representing an independent 
thread of control evaluating one of the recursive occurrences 
of the element. In the general case, the maximum siZe of the 
WA is therefore proportional to the product of the degree of 
recursion and the maximum fan-out (number of children) in 
the PT. Recursive documents are not common, so WA entries 
for the recursive elements are allocated dynamically from the 
memory heap. FIG. 5 shoWs a modi?cation of the example 
above With a recursive document Where instead of tWo con 
secutive ‘a’ elements; the second ‘a’ element is nested Within 
the ?rst. 

[0054] In the modi?ed example, after the second ‘a’ ele 
ment is opened there are tWo ‘a’ sibling groups composed of 
‘b’ and ‘c’ entries, one for each ‘a’ element. The ‘c’ event 
matches only the WA entry With the appropriate document 
level. This re?ects the fact the ‘c’ entry is a child of only one 
of the enclosing ‘a’ elements. The ‘b’ events, on the other 
hand, match both ‘b’ entries since the ‘b’ node test is speci?ed 
using the child-or-descendent axis. At closing of the inner ‘a’ 
element, the ?ags in the WA entries of its sibling group are 
AND-ed. The status of the ‘a’ entry is changed to TRUE since 
both entries have status TRUE. This is not the case When the 
outer ‘a’ element closes, since there is no ‘c’ child in this case. 
While this does not have an effect on the ‘a’ status ?ag, Which 
remains TRUE, it results in a dropped buffer for the second 
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‘b’ element since it does not participate in any output tuple 
(buffer management is further discussed below). Note that 
although the second ‘b’ element is evaluated to TRUE it does 
not change the status of the ?ags already set to TRUE by the 
?rst ‘b’ element, re?ecting that a descendant ‘b’ had already 
been found. 

5. Predicate Evaluation 

[0055] The predicates are evaluated When the document 
node matching the anchor PT node is closed. Terms of bool 
ean predicates that are simple paths are evaluated by using the 
values of the status ?ags in the WA entries of the sibling group 
corresponding to the matched entry. In the example above, 
When an ‘a’ node is closed, the status ?ags of the ‘b’ and ‘c’ 
entries are AND-ed by the predicate anchored at the ‘a’ PT 
node. However, in the general case, predicate evaluation may 
require non-boolean values stored in predicate buffers. 
[0056] To illustrate this, let us consider the example in FIG. 
6 With the expression c+d>5 or e. In order to evaluate this 
expression, the textual content of node ‘c’ and ‘d’ are stored in 
predicate buffers during the processing. Node ‘e’ is not buff 
ered in predicate buffers since its existence can be detected by 
checking the status ?ag of the ‘e’ WA entry. HoWever, note 
that since ‘e’ is an output node, it is buffered in the output 
buffers. Note that a given node can be buffered both in an 
output buffer and a predicate buffer at the same time, although 
this is not a common situation. 

[0057] Similar to output buffers, during expression parsing, 
all the nodes that need to be buffered in predicate buffers are 
marked With a ?ag in the PT 15 and the query system 10 
allocates the predicate buffers for storing their content. In 
addition, both predicate buffers and output buffers are 
updated in the same Way, Which is in document order. This is 
a requirement for predicate buffers since the XPath casting 
rules are order dependent. 
[0058] As previously described, a predicate tree has opera 
tors as internal nodes and constants or pointers to PT nodes as 
leafs. During processing, an evaluate( ) method is invoked in 
the root of the predicate tree. This call triggers the invocation 
of evaluate( ) in all the remaining nodes in the tree. In the 
example, When closing context node ‘b’ the system Would 
invoke evaluate() on the root of its predicate tree, Which is the 
‘or’ node. Node ‘or’ Would in turn call evaluate( ) on ‘>’, and, 
if that returned FALSE, it Would call evaluate( ) on ‘e’ and so 
on. 

[0059] Evaluation of leaf nodes requires access to the predi 
cate buffers and possible type conversions. In the present 
example, the evaluation of ‘+’ Would get the ?rst ‘c’ and ‘d’ 
elements from the predicate buffers, convert their value to 
numbers, and perform the addition. The resulting number 
Would be returned to the ‘ >’ node, Which Would compare it to 
the constant number 5. 
[0060] In general, a predicate can be completely evaluated 
only When its anchor node is closed. The predicate in the 
expression x[a>b], for example, can only be evaluated When 
‘x’ is closed, since the XQuery existential semantics requires 
that all combinations of ‘a’ and ‘b’ children are tested for a 
match. HoWever, predicates that refer to only one PT node can 
be eagerly evaluated, increasing the system performance and 
reducing the buffering requirements. In these cases, query 
system 10 applies a reWrite named predicate pushdoWn as 
illustrated in FIG. 7. Predicates that refer to only one PT node 
are moved to the refereed node. In the example, the predicate 
c>5 is moved doWn in the PT 15 to node ‘c’. By doing this, 
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predicate c>5 is evaluated every time a ‘c’ node is closed, 
instead of only being evaluated When the ‘x’ node is closed. 
[0061] Therefore, only one ‘c’ node is buffered, as opposed 
to buffering all ‘c’s and applying the predicate to each of them 
When the corresponding ancestor ‘x’ is closed. If the predicate 
Was not satis?ed by any of the ‘c’ nodes, the status ?ag of the 
corresponding ‘c ’ entry in the WA remains FALSE, otherWise 
it is set to TRUE. The remaining parts of the predicate are still 
evaluated in the same manner When ‘x’ nodes are closed. 

6. Tuple Construction 

[0062] Query system 10 does not rely on prede?ned 
schema and knoWledge of the input document structure. The 
fragments retrieved from the document can come in any 
order. As the tuple processing model requires that the 
retrieved fragments be matched (joined) into tuples if several 
bindings for one or more of the tuple variables appear before 
the tuples are completed, these must be buffered. For 
example, When returning tuples <a, b>, query system 10 must 
buffer all ‘a’s that appear in the document before the ?rst ‘b’ 
appears (or vice-versa). 
[0063] Buffers in multiple output queues are combined into 
tuples depending on their position in the input document. The 
goal of the tuple construction phase is to construct only cor 
rect tuples, out of all possible tuples in the cross-product of 
the buffer queues. Since the document is unavailable at con 
struction time (streamed through), each buffer must be anno 
tated With enough information to complete the tuple construc 
tion. 
[0064] In order to preserve the position of the buffer content 
in the input document tree, a unique node ID (NID) is 
assigned to each element in the input document. Each buffer 
is annotated With its ancestor NIDs, called ancestor sets (AS). 
Expecting a small number of buffers in the queues, our cur 
rent implementation performs a nested loop join using the 
non-empty intersection of the ancestor sets as a condition for 
the validation of the tuples. To illustrate this approach let us 
consider the query: 

FOR $t in docuInent(“...”)/t 
FOR $g in $t/g 
FOR $a in $t/a 
FOR $b in $a//b/text( ) 
FOR $0 in $a/c/text( ) 
RETURN $b, $0, $g 

over the document fragment in FIG. 8. For clarity, it is 
assumed that the NIDs assigned to the elements in the 
example are the numbers given after each start element tag. 
Since there are three variables in the output tuple, the system 
keeps three buffer queues. After processing the example 
document, the queues contain altogether seven buffers. The 
result, hoWever, contains only three tuples as opposed to 12 
produced by the cross product of all the buffer queues. Some 
of the tuples are pruned from the result since they do not 
satisfy the structural constraints of the document. In the 
example, ‘b’ and ‘c’ buffers can appear in the same tuple only 
if both of them Were found under the same ‘a’ node. This 
reasoning can be applied recursively up the parse tree: ‘g’ 
buffers join With <b, c> tuples that appear under a common ‘t’ 
node. 
[0065] The tuple construction algorithm builds neW tuples 
by starting from a tuple Without any bindings and adding 
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variable bindings (buffers) to it. The algorithm iterates over 
the buffers, and for each buffer it checks if the addition of that 
buffer to the tuple Would generate a valid (but possibly still 
uncompleted) tuple. This veri?cation step checks if the inter 
section of each of the ancestor sets associated With that buffer 
and the corresponding ancestor sets of the tuple is not empty. 
Each tuple ancestor set is an intersection of the corresponding 
ancestor sets for all the bindings in the tuple so far. When all 
variables are bound in the tuple, the tuple is complete and it is 
emitted. 
[0066] In this example, the algorithm Would start With add 
ing the ?rst buffer (NID:2) of the ?rst buffer queue (‘ g’) to the 
initially empty tuple. This Would change the tuple ancestor set 
for the node ‘t’, TupleASt, Which Would be initialiZed from 
the buffer ancestor set TupleASt:ASt:fl g. Next, the algo 
rithm Would try to bind values to the remaining tWo tuple 
columns by selecting the ?rst buffer (N ID:4) from the second 
buffer queue (b/text( )). In this case, since the intersection of 
TupleASt and ASt for NID:4 is non-empty, the binding is 
added to the tuple. In addition, since NID:4 has an ancestor 
set for node ‘a’, ancestor set for ‘a’ in the tuple Would be 
created and initialiZed to TupleASa:f3 g. The algorithm 
Would then proceed for the ?rst ‘c/text( )’ fragment (N IDIS). 
The correctness of the tuple Would be veri?ed by checking the 
intersection of TupleASt andASt for NID:5 and the intersec 
tion of TupleASa and ASa for NID:5, Which are both non 
empty. Therefore, the ?rst tuple Would be constructed With 
buffers representing the elements With NIDs 2, 4, and 5. 
Following the nested-loop pattern, the ‘c/text( )’ fragment 
With NID:5 Will be replaced in the tuple by the next one the 
same queue, Which has NID:9. In this case, the intersection 
of ASa and TupleASa Would be empty, and the tuple for NIDs 
2, 4, and 9 Would not be emitted. The algorithm then proceeds 
for the remaining combinations of output buffers, generating 
the tuples in the Result table of FIG. 8. 
[0067] The tuple construction algorithm emits each tuple 
once, Without regard to the cardinality of the intersections of 
the ancestor sets of the participating buffers. This eliminates 
the need for duplicate removal operators on the top of the 
query system 10 operator. 

7. Buffer Management 

[0068] Once a fragment is retrieved into a buffer it can 
either be outputted as part of the result or discarded if some of 
the query condition failed. This section discusses the circum 
stances When a buffer can be deleted in order to release the 
space and loWer the memory requirements of the processor. 
a. Buffer Elimination Due to Failed Condition 
[0069] The tuple construction algorithm described above 
requires that all the buffers in the output buffer queues satisfy 
the query conditions. Therefore, buffers that do not satisfy 
these conditions must be eliminated before the tuple con 
struction starts. 

[0070] As described before, the status of each node is evalu 
ated in its close event. Therefore, When an element is closed 
and not all the query conditions are satis?ed, its NID is 
removed from all the ancestor sets of all buffers in system. If, 
for some buffer, this removal results in an empty set for at 
least one of the ancestor sets, the buffer does not satisfy the 
query conditions and it is discarded. 
[0071] An example ofsuch a case is shoWn in FIG. 5. At the 
point When the outer ‘a’ element is closed, the output queue of 
the ‘b’ node contains tWo buffers, one for the fragment 
‘ <b>b l </b>’ and another one for fragment ‘<b>b2</b>’. The 
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?rst of this buffers has ASa:fl, 2g, for both ‘a’ nodes, While 
the later has ASa:f2g. Since the conditions under the outer ‘a’ 
(N ID:2) are not satis?ed (no ‘c’ child) the NID of the outer ‘a’ 
is deleted from the ancestor sets of the both ‘b’ the buffers. 
This leaves the buffer for ‘ <b>b2</b>’ With no valid ‘a’ parent 
and the buffer is dropped from the queue. The buffer contain 
ing ‘<b>bl</b>’ is not removed since its ancestor set for ‘a’ 
still contains the inner ‘a’ (NIDIl). 
b. Buffer Elimination Due to Expiration 

[0072] As presented above, the tuple construction process 
assumes that all the fragments that participate in result tuples 
28 are extracted from the document and stored in buffer 
queues before the ?rst tuple is emitted. For most documents 
this is not necessary. Often, fragments that participate in the 
result do not need to be kept in buffers until the end of the 
document. A buffer can be discarded after all the possible 
tuples that use this buffer have been constructed. To establish 
this point of expiration the concept of LoWest Common 
Ancestor Node (LCAN) is de?ned as a parse tree node such 
that: 

[0073] 1. It is a parent of all the output nodes; 
[0074] 2. It is not a parent of any other node that satis?es l. 
[0075] Since each query has at least one output node, each 
query must have a LCAN. In fact there is exactly one LCAN 
for every query since if there existed tWo LCAN nodes they 
could not be related as child and parent due to condition 2 
de?ned above. 

[0076] During processing, the evaluator 16 keeps track of 
the document level at Which the outermost match to the 
LCAN is made (due to recursion there might exist several 
properly nested document subtrees With roots matching the 
LCAN node). At closing element action, if the closed level 
matches the outermost LCAN document level and all the 
conditions in the closing node are veri?ed, the tuples can be 
emitted. In this case, after emitting the tuples, all the buffers 
are deleted and all the counters used to generate IDs for the 
document nodes are reset. 

[0077] In the example described in FIG. 8, the LCAN node 
is ‘t’. By the time the outermost ‘t’ closes (NIDIl) all the 
conditions are veri?ed, the tuple construction process is 
trigged, the correct tuples are emitted, all the buffers are 
deleted, and all the counter are reset. As another example, 
consider the query: 

FOR $s IN docuInent(“...”)//store 
LET $sn := $S/H3IH6 
LET $cn := $s/custorners/custorner/name 
RETURN $sn, $cn 

retrieving the store and the customer names applied to the 
document: 

<store> 

<na1ne>Sears</narne> 
<custorners> 

<custorner><nalne>lohn Doel</naIne></custorner> 
<custorner><nalne>lohn Doe2</naIne></custorner> 

</custorners> 
</ store > 
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[0078] The LCAN node is ‘store’ since it is an ancestor of 
the both output nodes. The names of the customers are kept 
until the end of the ‘store’ element because another store 
name might appear at any point Within this element, produc 
ing one more tuple for each customer. While possible, such 
document organization is very unlikely. To avoidunnecessary 
large buffer queues, the processor needs to knoW either that 
there is only one store name or that they are all given before 
the customer entries. This is an example Where schema infor 
mation about the input document can loWer the memory 
consumption. If in the query the store name Was not an output 
node, the LCAN Would be loWered to ‘customer’ and buffer 
ing time Would be reduced. 
[0079] Clearly the document organiZation can impact the 
performance of some queries. In the case When the user can 
in?uence the organiZation of the input document, the ele 
ments should be grouped by their tag names to alloW for use 
of schema information as above. While the mechanism to 
detect or extract this information from XMLSchema or DTD 
and to pass it to Query system 10 might require severe modi 
?cation of the database engine, its use in the evaluator 16 is 
very simple. Another document organiZation rule that might 
decrease the memory consumption is that the bulkier extract 
elements should appear as late in the document as possible 
since the elements found earlier in the document are buffered 
for longer time than those found later. 
[0080] It is understood that the systems, functions, mecha 
nisms, methods, and modules described herein can be imple 
mented in hardWare, softWare, or a combination of hardWare 
and softWare. They may be implemented by any type of 
computer system or other apparatus adapted for carrying out 
the methods described herein. A typical combination of hard 
Ware and softWare could be a general-purpose computer sys 
tem With a computer program that, When loaded and 
executed, controls the computer system such that it carries out 
the methods described herein. Alternatively, a speci?c use 
computer, containing specialiZed hardWare for carrying out 
one or more of the functional tasks of the invention could be 
utiliZed. The present invention can also be embedded in a 
computer program product, Which comprises all the features 
enabling the implementation of the methods and functions 
described herein, and Wh1ChiWheI1 loaded in a computer 
systemiis able to carry out these methods and functions. 
Computer program, software program, program, program 
product, or softWare, in the present context mean any expres 
sion, in any language, code or notation, of a set of instructions 
intended to cause a system having an information processing 
capability to perform a particular function either directly or 
after either or both of the folloWing: (a) conversion to another 
language, code or notation; and/or (b) reproduction in a dif 
ferent material form. 
[0081] The foregoing description of the preferred embodi 
ments of the invention has been presented for purposes of 
illustration and description. They are not intended to be 
exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form dis 
closed, and obviously many modi?cations and variations are 
possible in light of the above teachings. Such modi?cations 
and variations that are apparent to a person skilled in the art 
are intended to be included Within the scope of this invention 
as de?ned by the accompanying claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for querying a stream of mark-up language 

data, the system including at least one computer comprising: 
an expression parser that receives a query and generates a 

parse tree; 
a system that receives the stream of mark-up language data 

and generates a stream of events; 
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an evaluator that receives the parse tree and stream of 
events, and buffers fragments from the stream of events 
that meet an evaluation criteria; and 

a tuple constructor that joins fragments to form a set of 
tuple results that satis?es the query for the stream of 
mark-up language data. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the parse tree includes: 
a set of nodes corresponding to node tests in the query; and 
edges corresponding to relationships betWeen node tests in 

the query. 
3. The system of claim 2, Wherein at least one of the nodes 

comprises an output node corresponding to a bound-out vari 
able from the query. 

4. The system of claim 2, Wherein at least one of the nodes 
comprises a set of predicate parse trees. 

5. The system of claim 2, Wherein the evaluator includes a 
Work array for storing evaluation data for the stream of events, 
Wherein the evaluation data tracks matches betWeen nodes 
and events. 

6. The system of claim 5, Wherein the evaluator includes a 
set of output buffers to store fragments that meet the evalua 
tion criteria. 

7. The system of claim 5, Wherein the evaluator includes: 
a set of predicate buffers to store the content of nodes 

participating in predicate expressions; and 
a predicate evaluation system for evaluating predicate 

expressions. 
8. The system of claim 1, Wherein the tuple constructor 

provides a buffer queue for each variable speci?ed in the 
query, and identi?es correct tuples by processing a cross 
product of the buffer queues. 

9. The system of claim 1, the at least one computer further 
comprising a buffer management system, Wherein the buffer 
management system identi?es conditions When buffers can 
be deleted. 

10. A program product stored on a tangible recordable 
medium for querying a stream of mark-up language data, 
Wherein the program product comprises: 

parsing means for receiving a query and generating a parse 
tree; 

means for receiving the stream of mark-up language data 
and generating a stream of events; 

evaluating means for receiving the parse tree and stream of 
events, and for buffering fragments from the stream of 
events that meet an evaluation criteria; and 

construction means for joining fragments to form a set of 
tuple results that satis?es the query for the stream of 
mark-up language data. 

11. The program product of claim 10, Wherein the parse 
tree includes: 

a set of nodes corresponding to node tests in the query; and 

edges corresponding to relationships betWeen node tests in 
the query. 

12. The program product of claim 11, Wherein at least one 
of the nodes comprises an output node corresponding to a 
bound-out variable from the query. 

13. The program product of claim 11, Wherein at least one 
of the nodes comprises a set of predicate parse trees. 

14. The program product of claim 11, Wherein the evalu 
ating means includes a Work array for storing evaluation data 
for the stream of events, Wherein the evaluation data tracks 
matches betWeen nodes and events 
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15. The program product of claim 14, wherein the evalu 
ating means includes a set of output buffers to store fragments 
that meet the evaluation criteria. 

16. The program product of claim 14, Wherein the evalu 
ating means includes: 

a set of predicate buffers to store the content of nodes 
participating in predicate expressions; and 

predicate evaluation means for evaluating predicate 
expressions. 
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17. The program product of claim 10, Wherein the con 
struction means provides a buffer queue for each bound-out 
variable speci?ed in the query, and identi?es correct tuples by 
processing a cross-product of the buffer queues. 

18. The program product of claim 10, further comprising 
buffer management means for identifying conditions When 
buffers can be deleted. 

* * * * * 


